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AUDIT DISCLOSURE NO. 1 

c- 

.a? 

SUBJECT: SETTLEMENT Q ACCOUNT 205 Q97 4557 

STATEMENT OF FACT: BellSouth Telecommunications, Inc. (BellSouth) and IDS Long 
Distance, Inc. (IDS) entered into an amended settlement agreement on March 25, 2002. 
The agreement makes no mention of the billing period that the settlement pertains to. 
However, it does mention that a credit of $925,000 will be issued and that BellSouth 
allowed IDS to withhold this amount from its February payment. The agreement states: 
“The Total Amount Due to BST by IDS is $2,475,000.” The settlement amount was to 
be placed in a separate Q account and the agreement established monthly payment 
requirements. 

BST provided a schedule of the activity of the settlement Q account. It showed an 
adjustment made in March 2002 of $331,686.37, a current balance entered in April 
2002 for $2,897,723.99 and another adjustment in April of $2,585.74. These amounts 
total $3,231,996.10 charged to the account. IDS has fifed its complaint because the 
beginning balance is not the $2,475,000 as stated in the agreement. The difference in 
the beginning balance used has caused a difference in the interest applied to the 
account. Based on a beginning balance of $2,475,000, IDS has computed interest of 
$281,949 and show they have complefed paying the balance of the Q account and have 
paid $574,140.74 in interest and additional principle which means they overpaid the 
account by $292,192. Because of the difference in the beginning balance, BellSouth 
accrued interest as of June, 2003 of $384,490.06 and $140 in late payment fees. 
Because they still do not show the balance as paid, they have cantinued to accrue 
interest on the account and as of April 2004 have charged a total of $41 1,946.1 1 in 
interest and $240 in late payment fees to the account. BeltSouth shows a total balance 
due in April, 2Q04 of $595,041.47. 
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BellSouth claims that the reason it used a different beginning balance was because the 
settlement was to cover all amounts past due as ofthe April 8, 2002 aging which 
consisted of bills not paid from 2001 to the February 2002 billing. BellSouth claims that 
in addition to the $2,475,000 in the settlement amount there were $667,811.15 in claims 
that were still disputed that were supposed to be settled at a later time. In addition, 
$89,184.95 was added for amounts in the aging of the bills due prior to March 1 , 2002 
that became past due betyeen the time the settlement was signed and the time the 
amounts were transferred. BellSouth was asked to provide billing documentation that 
showed that the $89,184.95 was for amounts that were billed after the settlement 
amount was determined. They have provided the following response: 
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"The $89,184.90 is the additional undisputed past due amount that was moved to the Q 
account. The amount was calculated by taking the amount past due as of April 8, 2002 
($3,231,996.05) and subtracting the $667,811.15 in disputed amounts and the 
$2,475,000 identified in the settlement amount." 

There is no mention in the settlement agreement that disputed amounts were to be 
handled separately or that additional balances for amounts due after the settlement 
agreement could be included in the settlement account. BellSouth claims it will be 
providing evidence of this in its testimony and has not provided it as part of this audit. 
An audit request to BellSouth requested documentation to show that IDS was notified 
that the $667,811 . I5  added to the Q account was for open disputes. 
BellSouth provided an e-mail from David Melton of BellSouth to Robert Hacker at IDS. 
The e-mail was dated April 10, 2002 at 1223 and simply states: 

"Attached are the amounts being transferred to the Q account." 

It contains a file attachment that lists an aging of IDS accounts as of April 8, 2002 and 
totals $3,232,266.10. The amount charged to the settlement account was 
$3,231,996.10. 

At 350 the same day, Mr. Hacker replied: "Thanks". 

IDS provided e-mails from Mi. Hacker to Claude Morton asking for explanations of the 
balance of the Q account beginning with June 6, 2002. Other e-mails were sent in 2002 
and 2003. January 13, 2004, an e-mail from David Melton at BellSouth to Elizabeth 
Fefer at IDS that states: 

"As discussed on the conference call of 12/31/03, attached is a spreadsheet that details 
open disputes as of March 2002 that were not included in the total amount owed. The 
plan was to leave the open disputed amount out of the total amount owed, but to place 
those past due disputed dollars in the holding account, if there were credits due then 
they would be issued to the holding account. If the dispute was denied, then the money 
would just remain in the holding account and be part of the payment arrangement. In 
addition to the disputed dollars, there was an amount of $68,880.07 that was the result 
of the difference in the estimation used to come up with the amount in the settlement 
and what was actually billed a few weeks later. It was also agreed that this amount 
would be place in the holding account. These were verbal agreements between Leah 
Cooper of BellSouth and Robeit Hacker of IDS." 
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"What actually happened when the investigation of the disputes was completed around 
June and July 2002, BellSouth issued credits' for $657,038.91 out of the $667,811.10 for 
the disputes that had been backed out of the total amount owed. However, instead of 
issuing the credits to the holding account, they were issued back to the individual 
accounts from which the dispute originated. Using the attached spreadsheet you will be 
able to track these credits and see them on your bills." 

Staff reviewed all of the material disputes on the referenced form. The disputes 
reviewed were dated prior to the March 25, 2002 signing date of the agreement. The 
forms also show, in the resolution section, that credits were issued to the IDS accounts 
listed in the spreadsheet. Bills were reviewed to verify that the credits were given. For 
the North Carolina and Tennessee disputes, the IDS bill did not contain the same 
dispute identification number as the bill. The amounts agreed. BellSouth has provided 
the following explanation: 

"...the audit number between the bills, spreadsheet and BAR forms are different due to 
the person entering the adjustment not entering the audit number from the BAR form. 
BellSouth's system will add an audit number if an audit number is not entered when the 
adjustment is included. IDS has the BAR form that shows what account the adjustment 
is being made and could compare the dollar amounts to verify the specific adjustment 
shown on the bills." 

i 
i 
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OPiNION: The amendment to the settlement agreement does not mention anything i 
about disputes being outstanding or about allowing for adjusting of the remaining aging 
of the accounts. Based on the agreement, the balance of the Q account should have 

disputes and additional aging should be included in the account. If the evidence 
provided is not accepted by the Commission, the interest should also be adjusted and 

However, if BellSouth is able to provide evidence that the $89,184.95 was for billing that 
occurred after March 25, 2002, then this amount should have been included in IDS 
regular account balances. BellSouth did not provide sufficient evidence during the audit 
to conclude that the balances were incurred after that date. 

been $2,475,000. BellSouth intends to provide other evidence showing that the 

IDS has overpaid the Q 205 Q97 4557 account by $292,192. 
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In addition, IDS was given credits in its regular accounts of $668,263.84 ($548,360.95 
of the $667,811.15 that Bell claims were open disputes plus $1 19,902.89 of late 
payment charges refunded) that related to balances due prior to March 25, 2002. Since 
the settlement agreement arrived at a balance due as of March 25,2002, these 
accounts should not have received a credit for disputes prior to that date. The 
Commission needs to determine if IDS should be billed for interest since a BellSouth e- 
mall shows the amounts were billed to the incorrect account. The amount Bell claims 
were open disputes and the amounts refunded are broken down by account as follows: 



561Q971090 
904Q97 1 090 
305Q97 1 090 

61 5Q956307 
706Q971090 
502Q921090 
60 1 Q97 1 090 
7798971 090 
803Q935378 

704Q92.1090 

DISPUTE 
AMOUNT 
BELL ADDED 
TO SElTLEMENT 
$ 166,449.63 

138,113.46 
96,615.83 

21 5,838.59 
695.95 

18,213.82 
5,599.18 
3,58 1.78 
2,951.35 
1,686.45 

CREDIT 
GIVEN TO 
REGULAR 
ACCOUNT 
$1 72,111.92 

137,994.1 9 
11 9,834.39 
238,305.89 

17.41 
17,965.1 1 

TOTAL $667,811.15 ' $668,263.84 

However, if the open dispute amount of $667,811.15 is allowed to be included in the 
settlement Q account, these credits should then be posted in the settlement Q account. 
The credits eliminate most of the difference in the beginning balances. This would also 
eliminate most of the additional interest applied to the settlement account. 

The system for handling disputes should be reviewed in a separate investigation. The 
problem of not being able to identify on the bill the dispute identification number makes 
it difficult for the companies being billed by BellSouth to track dispute corrections. In 
addition, according to the e-mail from David Melton, BellSouth issued credits to the 
wrong account. This created further confusion. 
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AUDIT DISCLOSURE NO. 2 

SUBJECT: BELLSOUTH COUNTERCLAIM I 

STATEMENT OF FACT: BellSouth has filed a counterclaim on two areas disputed by 
IDS. The No disputes were not reviewed in this audit for reasonableness of the I 

dispute. The audit did include verifying the disputes to dispute forms and testing the 
company schedules supporting its disputes to determine if the information agrees to the 

errors found in the IDS and BellSouth schedules. 

1 
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bills and that rates used could be agreed to orders. The following disclosures discuss ! 
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AUDIT DISCLOSURE NO. 3 

SUBJECT: DUF DISPUTES IN BELLSOUTH COUNTERCLAIM 

STATEMENT OF FACT: The BellSouth schedule detailing the DUF Rerate disputes 

of $6,641.44 for claim number BS0926158791 dated 11/22/2002. Both are for account 
561 Q971090. 

IDS also submitted three claims for DUF message processing that totaled $19,891.32, 
two that totaled $26,147.63, one for $18,589.12, one for $101.73, and one for 
$17,287.10. These claims are detailed below. The supporting documentation for these 
claims which was provided by IDS show that the majority of the claims were made 
because of duplicate charges and not DUF re-rates. A small portion were for re-rates, 
$291.36 for the 305 area code account, $385.50 for the 561 area code account, 
$280.04 for the 904 area code account. 12 cents for a 305 area code account for April, 
and $260.14 for the 904 area account for April. The small portion that related to re- 
rates for January, February, March and April of 2002, had already been included in 
other dispute filings. 

shows $38,438.86 for dispute 880926150673 dated 9/16/2002. It also shows a dispute 

OPINION: Neither IDS or BellSouth were able to provide supporting documentation for 
the claims of $38,438.86 and $6,641.44. Removal would reduce the amount of DUF 
Re-rate disputes from $1,438,276.60 to $1,3933 96.30. 

This case has been limited to DUF re-rates and market rate disputes. Therefore, the 
duplicate billing dispute should not be part of this case. The re-rates included in the 
below disputes are already included in other dispute claims. Removal of these eight 
disputes further reduces the amount disputed to $1,311,179.40. 

The detail of the disputes follows: 

AMOUNT ClAlM NUMBER ACCOUNT NUMBER 
$ 341.31 BS050620020041 305-Q97-1090 

258.17 BS050620020032 305-Q97-1090 
19,291.84 BS050620020022 305-Q97-1090 

$ 19,891.32 TOTAL PER IDS SCHEDULE 

$ 25,540.79 BS050620020024 561-Q97-1 090 
606.84 BS050620020033 561 -Q97-1090 

$ 26,147.63 TOTAL PER IDS SCHEDULE 

$ 18,589.12 88050620020027 
$ 101.73 8805292002002 
$ 17,287.10 BS05292002003 

904-Q97-I 090 
305-Q97-1090 
561 497-1090 



AUDIT DISCLOSURE NO. 4 , 

SUBJECT: INITIAL DUF RE-RATE DISPUTE FORM 

STATEMENT OF FACT: BellSouth billed a rate that was not the contract rate when 
preparing the original DUF Re-rate. In June 2002, BellSouth sent a corrected DUF 
schedulethat had additional messages and different rates that still were not the contract 
rates. IDS filed disputes on both the original messages billed and the revised June 
messages for the difference between the rate billed and what they believed to be the 
rate in Commission Order PSC-02-0841-PCO-TP. The rates IDS used were not correct 
and IDS corrected these rates to the order rates in a subsequent dispute form. 

However, in October, BellSouth did issue some credits for the difference between the 
original rates billed and the contract rates. IDS did not adjust its disputes for the credit 
given. 

I 
OPINION: The credits should be adjusted from the amount in dispute. All credit usages 
were traced to dispute forms where the company filed dispute forms using the original 
rate billed. An example would be: 

ADUF Messages in June were billed at 

IDS filed a dispute using these rates: 
Per Original Bill .I4367 
Per Order .001656 
Difference ' .I42014 

The difference would have been multiplied by the billed usage. However, in October 
BellSouth re-billed its prior usage at .013928 and gave a credit for the difference 
beheen the .I4367 and the .013028. Therefore, the schedules prepared by IDS need 
to be adjusted for the credits received. 

! 

i 
.I4367 

I 
i 

The credits given by BellSouth for the Florida accounts are: 
i 
I 

305Q971090 $7,086.61 I 

561 Q971090 $ 8,543.79 I 

i 904Q971090 $6,742.92 

Total $22,373.32 

I 
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AUDIT DISCLOSURE NO. 5 

SUBJECT: OCTOBER 2002 DUF RE-RATE 

STATEMENT OF FACT: As discussed in Disclosure Four, IDS corrected its disputes for 
rates different than the Commission Order. However, no change could be found for the 
October 2002 dispute to correct the re-rate to the Order rate. The difference between 
the rates used and the Order rates creates an addition $2,055.43 in disputed dollars. 



AUDIT DISCLOSURE NO. 6 

SUBJECT: INTEREST CREDITED FOR SETTLEMENT 

STATEMENT OF FACT: The amehded Settlement Agreement dated March 25,2002 
states: 

I 

, 
I 

"BST will waive all prior inte 
However, interest and late payment charges will accrue on the Total Amount Due under 
the Past Due Q Account beginning in March, 2002. Interest will accrue at 1.5%." 

The agreement also states that the "Total Amount Due to EST by IDS is $2,475,090" 
and that "BellSouth shall issue IDS a credit in the amount of $925,000." There is no 
mention of whether the interest waived is included in these amounts or if it was to be 
issued as a separate credit. 

t or late payment charges on the Total Amount Due. 

The late payment charges were mentioned in the original settlement agreement of 
September 27, 2001 as being an open dispute that would be resdved through an 
arbitrator. The amended settlement was a result of this process, 

t 
IDS expected to be credited for the interest expense charged to its accounts from 
January 2001 to December 2001 of $819,143 which was total interest charged to the 
account. E-mails provided by IDS show that IDS did not believe late payment charges 
were due because it was not addressed in its interconnection agreement. BellSouth 
responded that the late payment charges were based on its tariff. Several e-mails were 
provided by IDS. However, none specifically address whether the interest was included 
or excluded from the $925,000 in credits given. 

IDS was refunded some interest in April 2002 but further review of e-mails indicates that 
this refund was due to the February billing disk arriving late and not as a result of the 
settlement. 

I' 
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AUDIT DISCLOSURE NO. 1 

SUBJECT: SETTLEMENT Q ACCOUNT 205 Q97 4557 

STATEMENT OF FACT: BellSouth Telecommunications, Inc. (BellSouth) and IDS Long 
Distance, Inc. (IDS) entered into an amended settlement agreement on March 25,2002. 
The agreement makes no mention of the billing period that the settlement p@rtainS to. 
However, it does mention that a d i t  of $925,000 will be issued and that BellSouth 
allowed IDS to withhold this amount from its February payment The agreement states: 
The Total Amount Due to BST by IDS is $2,475,000." The settlement amount was to 
be placed in a separate Q account and the agreement established monthly payment 
requirements. 

BST provided a schedule of the activity of the settlement Q account It showed an 
adjustment made in March 2002 of $331,686.37, a current balance entered in April 
2002 for $2,897,723.99 and another adjustment in Aprll of $2,585.74. These amounts 
total $3,231,996.10 charged to the account IDS has filed its complaint because the 
beginning balance is not the $2,475,000 as stated in the agreement. The difference in 
the beginning balance used has caused a difference in the interest applied to the 

'1/ account. Based on a beginning balance of $2,475,000. IDS has computed interest of 
$281,949 and show they have completed paying the balance of the Q account and have 
paid $574,140.74 in interest and additional principle w h h  means they overpaid the 
account by $292,192. Because of the difference in the beginning balance, BellSouth 
a m e d  interest as of June, 2003 of $384,490.06 and $140 in late payment fees. 
Because they still do not show the balance as paid, they have continued to acme 
interest on the account and as of April 2004 have &aged a total of $41 1,946.1 1 in 'f1-l e2 
due in April, 2004 of $595,041.47. 

BellSouth claims that the reason it used a different beginning balance was because the 
settlement was to cover all amounfs past due as the April 8,2002 aging which consisted 4 
of bills not paid from 2001 to the February 2002 blmg. BellSouth claims that in addition 
to the $2,475,000 in the settlement amount there were $667,811.15 in daims that were q--j 
still disputed that were supposed to be settled at a later time. In addition, $89,184.95 
was added for amounts in the aging of the bills due prior to March 1,2002 that became 
past due between the time the settlement was signed and the time the amounts were 
transferred. BellSputh was asked to provide billing documentation that showed that the 
$89,184.95 was for amounts that were billed after the settlement amount was y I -/ determined. They have provided the following response: 

The $89,184.90 is the additional undisputed past due amount that was moved to the Q \\ 
account The amount was calculated by taking the amount past due as of April 8,2002 \\ 
$2,475,000 identified in the settiement amount." 

There is no mention in the sefflement agreement that disputed amounts were to be 

interest and $240 in late payment BellSouth shows a total balance 

\ 

($3,231,996.05) and subtracting the $667,811 .I5 in disputed amounts and the Q l  



handled separately or that additional balances for amounts due after the settlement 
agreement could be included in the settlement account BellSouth daims it will be 
providing evidence of this in its testimony and has not providd it as part of this audit. 
An audit request to BellSouth requested documentation to show that IDS was notified 
that the $667,811.15 added to the Q account was for open disputes. 
BellSouth prowlded an m a i l  from David Melton of BellSouth to Robert Hacker at IDS. 
The m a i l  was dated April I O ,  2002 at 12:23 and simply states: 

'Attached are the amounts being transferred to the Q account.' 

It contains a file attachment that lists an aging of IDS accounts as of April 8,2002 and 
totals $3,232,266.1 0. The amount charged to the settlement account was 
$3,231,996.10. 

At 350 the same day, Mr. Hacker replied: "Thanks'. 

IDS provided e-mails from Mr. Hacker to Claude Morton asking for explanations of the 

2004, an F a i l  from David Melton at BellSouth to Elizabeth Fefer at IDS that states: 

'As discussed on the conference call of 12/31/03, attached is a spreadsheet that details 
open disputes as of March 2002 that were not included in the total amount owed. The 
plan was to leave the open disputed amount out of the total amount owed, but to place 
those past due disputed ddhrs in the holding account, if there were credits due then 
they would be issued to the holding account. If the dispute was denied, then the money 
would just remain in the holding account and be part of the payment arrangement. In 
addition to the disputed dollars, there was an amount of $68,880.07 that was the result 
of the difference in the estimation used to come up with the amount in the sefflement 
and what was actually billed a few weeks later. It was also agreed that this amount 
would be place in tfie holding account. These wen3 verbal agreements between Leah 
Cooper of BellSouth and Robert Hacker of IDS.' 

V a t  actually happened when the investigation of the disputes was completed around 
June and July 2002, BellSouth issued di for $657,038.91 out of the $667,811.10 for $ee fL-22 
the disputes that had been backed out of the total amount owed. However, instead of 
issuing the credits to the holding account, they were .ssued back to the individual 
accounts from which the dlspute originated. Using the attached spreadsheet you will be 
able to track these credits and see them on your bills.' 

Staff reviewed all of the material disputes on the referenced form. The disputes 
reviewed were dated prior to the March 25,2002 signing date of the agreement The 1-1 . 
forms also show, in the resolirtion section, that credits were issued to the IDS accounts - 
listed in the spreadsheet. Bills were reviewed to verffy that the credits were given. For \ 
the North Carolina and Tennessee disputes, the IDS bill did not contain the same 
dispute identification number as the bill. The amounts agreed. BellSouth has provided 
the followlng explanation: 

$O' 
balance of €he Q account. Other &mails were sent in 2002 and 2003. January 13, 9 
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'...the audit number between the bills, spreadsheet and BAR forms are different due to 
the person entering the adjustment not entering the audit number from the BAR form. / 
adjustment is induded. IDS has the BAR form that shows what account the adjustmen 
is being made and'could compare the dollar amounts to verify the s w c  adjustment 
shown on the bills.' 

OPINION: The agreement does not mention anything about disputes being outstanding 
or about allowing for adjusting of the remaining aging of the accounts. Based on the 
agreement, the balance of the Q amount should have been $2,475,000. BellSouth 
intends to provide other evidence showing that the disputes and additional aging should 
be induded in the aamunt. If the evidence provided is not accepted by the 
Commission, the interest should also be adjusted and IDS has overpaid the Q 205 Q97 

However, i f  BellSouth was able to provide evidence that the $89,184.95 was for billing 
that occurred after March 25,2002, then this amount shouid have been induded in IDS 
regular account balances. BellSouth did not provide suffident evidence during the audit 
to conclude that the balances were incurred after that date. 

In addition, IDS was given crediis in its regular accounts of $668,263.84 ($548,360.95 
of the $667,811.15 that Bell daims were open disputes plus $119,902.89 of late 
payment charges refunded) that related to balances due prior to March 25,2002. Since 
the settlement agreement arrived at a balance due as of March 25,2002, these 
accounts should not have received a credit for disputes prior to that date. The 
Commission needs to determine if IDS should be billed for interest since a BellSouth e- 
mail shows the amounts were billed to the incorrect account The amount Bell daims 
were open disputes and the amounts refunded are broken down by amount as follows: 

,*'' \g 
BellSouth's system will add an audit number fan  audit number is not entered when th (JJp 
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4557 account by $292,192. w 
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581Q971090 
904Q971090 
305Q971090 
704Q921090 
6 15Q956307 
706Q971090 
502Q921090 
601Q971090 
77OQ971090 
803Q935378 

TOTAL 

DISPUTE 
AMOUNT 
BELL ADDED 
TO SRTLEMENT 
$166,449.63 

138,113.46 
96,615.83 

215,838.59 
695.95 

18,213.82 
5,599.18 
3,581.78 ' 

2,951.35 
1,680.45 

$667,811.15 

CREDIT 
GIVEN TO 
REGULAR 
ACCOUNT 
$172,111.92 

137,994.19 
119,834.39 
238.305.89 

17.41 
17,965.11 

$668,263.84 

E6 



However, if the open dispute a m n t  of $667,811.15 is allowed to be induded in the 
sefflement Q account, these credii should then be posted in the settlement Q account. 
The credits eliminate most of the dfiemce in the beginning balances. This would a h  
eliminate most of the additional interest applied to the settlement account. 

The system for handling disputes should be reviewed in a separate investigation. The 
problem of not being able to identify on the bill the dispute identification number makes 
H difficott for the companies being billed by BellSouth to back dispute corrections. In 
addition, according to m a i l  from David Mebn, BellSouth issued credits to the wrong 
account. This created furtfier confusion. 

DEClASS 



AUDIT DISCLOSURE NO. 2 

SUBJECT: BELLSOUTH COUNTERCLAIM 

STATEMENT OF FACT: BellSouth has filed a counterdaim on two areas disputed by 
IDS. The two disputes were not reviewed in this audit for reasonaMeness of the 
dispute. The audit did indude verifying the d ~ p u t e s  to dispute forms and testing the 
company schedules supporting its disputes to determine if the information agrees to the 
bills and that rates used could be agreed to orders. The following disclosures discuss 
errors found in the IDS and Bellsouth schedules. 



AUMT DISCLOSURE NO. 3 

SUBJECT: DUF DISPUTES IN BELLSOUM COUNTERCLAIM 

STATEMENT OF FACT: The BellSouth schedule detailing the DUF Rerate disputes 
shows $38,438.86 for dispute 8509261 50673 dated 9/16/2002. It also shows a dispute 
of $6,641.44 for claim numberBS0926158791 dated 11/22/2002. Both are for a m t  
561Q971090. 

IDS also submitted three daims for DUF message processing that totaled $1 9,891.32, 
two that totaled $26,147.63, one for $18,589.12, one for $101.73, and one for 
$17,287.10. These claims are detailed below. The supporting doarmentation for these 
daims which was provided by IDS show that the majority of the daims were made 
because of duplicate charges and not DUF re-rates. A small portion were for re-rates, 
$291 -36 for the 305 area code account, $385.50 for the 561 area code account, 
$280.04 for the 904 area code account. 12 cents for a 305 area code account for April, 
and $260.14 for the 904 area account for April. The small w o n  that related to re- 
rates for January, February, March and April of 2002, had already been induded in 
other dispute filings. 

OPINION: Neither IDS or BellSouth were able to provide supporting documentation for 
the claims of $38,438.86 and $6,641.44. Removal would reduce the amount of DUF 
Re-rate disputes to from $1,438,276.60 to $1,393,19630. 

This case has been limited to DUF re-rates and market rate disputes. Therefore, the 
duplicate billing dispute should not be part of this case. The re-rates included in the 
below disputes are already included in other dispute daims. Removal of these eight 
disputes further reduces the amount disputed to $1,311.1 79.40. 

The detail of the disputes follows: 

AMOUNT CLAIM NUMBER ACCOUNT NUMBER 

q \ * 3  
. 5 

305Q97-I 090 
305497-1 090 

8SO50620020022 3054297-1 090 
TOTAL PER IDS SCHEDULE 

$ 25,540.79 88050620020024 561497-1 090 
BS050620020033 561 4297-1 090 

$ 26,147.63 TOTAL PER IDS SCHEDULE 

$ 18,589.12 B5050620020027 9okQ97-1090 

B805292002002 305Q97-1090 

\$ 17,287.10 BW292002053 561 497-1 ($30 



AUDIT DISCLOSURE NO. 4 

SUBJECT: INITIAL DUF RE-RATE DISPUTE FORM 

STATEMENT OF FACT: BellSouth billed a rate that was not the contract rate when 
doing the DUF Re-rate. In June 2002, BellSouth sent a corrected DUF schedule that 
had the additional messages and different rates that still were not the contract rates. 
IDS had filed disputes on both the original messages billed and the revised June 
messages for the difference between the rate billed and what jhey W i v e d  to be the 
rate in Commission Order PSC-OP-OMl-PCO-TP. The rates IDS used were not correct 
and IDS corrected these rates to the order rates in a subsequent dispute form. 

However, in October, BellSouth did issue some credits for the difference between the 
original rates billed and the contract rates. IDS did not adjust its disputes for the credit 
given. 

OPINION: The credits should be adjusted from the mount in dispute. All credit usages 
were heed to dispute forms where the company filed dispute forms using the original 
rate bilk& An example would be: 

ADUF Messages in June were billed at 

IDS filed a dispute using these rates: 
Per Original Bill .14367 
Per Order .001656 
Difference -142014 

.14367 

The difference wouM have been mukplied by the billed usage. However, in October 
BellSouth re-billed its prior usage at .013928 and gave a credit for the difference 
between the .14367 and the .013928. Therefore, the schedules prepared by IDS need 
to be adjusted for the credits received. 

The credits given by BellSouth for the Florida accounts are: 

305Q971090 ' $7,086.61 
561Q971090 $6,543.79 
904Q97 1 090 $6,742.92 

Total $22,373.32 

E 



AUDIT DISCLOSURE NO. 5 

SUBJECT OCTOBER 2002 DUF RE-RATE 

STATEMENT OF FACT As discussed in Disclosure Four, IDS corrected its disputes for 
fates different that the CommWian Order. However, no change could be found for the 

creates an addition $2,055.43 in disputed dollars. 
October 2002 dispute. The dierence between the rares used and the Order rates 1 



, 

AUDIT DISCLOSURE NO. 6 

SUBJECT: INTEREST CREDITED FOR SRTLUVlENT 

STATEMENT OF FACT: The amended Settlement Agreement dated March 25,2002 
states: 

'BST will waive all prior interest or late payment charges on the Total Amount Due. 
However, interest and late payment charges will a w e  on the Total Amount Due under 
the Past Due Q Account beginning in March, 2002. Interest will accrue at 1.5%: 

The agreement also states that the Total Amount Due to BST by IDS is $2,475,000' 
and that 'BellSouth shall issue IDS a credit in the amount of $925,000." There is no 
mention of whether the interest waived is induded in these amounts or if it was to be 
issued as a separate credit. 

The late payment charges were mentioned in the original settlement agreement of 
September 27,2001 as being an open dispute that woukl be resolved through an 
arbitrator. The amended sefflement was a result of this process. 

IDS expected to be credited for the interest expense charged to its accounts from 
January 2001 to December 2001 of $819,143. This beref was based on an email 

IDS was refunded some interest in April 2002 but further review of m a i l s  indicates that 
this refund was due to the February billing disk arriving late and not as a result of the 
settlement. 



IDS 

Account Transfer 

4/17/02 Bill 

205 497-4557 

Other Charges & Credits ZAB604418N 
Total Adjustments 

Total Adjustments 
5/17/02 Bill 

Total Transfers and Adjustments 

Settlement Agreement Amount 
Disputed & unpaid Past due amount 
Unpaid Undisputed amount that became past due 

between the time the settlement was signed 
and the amounts were transferred 

Transfer Detail . 

$2,897,723.994 
33 1,686.37/ 

f 
2.585.74' 

$3,23 1,996. lo4 a 

89.1 84.951 



. ,  

Jun 17 2002 $2,874,486.04 $ - $  - $  - $2,874,486.06 $42,480.09 $10.00 $ - $2,916,976.13 
Uay 17 2002 $3,029,410.36 $ (200,000.00) $ - $ 2,585.74 $2,831,996.lb '$42,479.94 S 10.00 $ - 02,874,486.04 
Apr172002 t - $ (200,000.00) $2,897,723.99 $331,686.37 $ 131,686.37 $ - $ - $ - $3,029,410.36 

4 
LP 

205 Q97-4557 /+g 
Account Reconciliation 

E@ 







status of IDS 
Diputes held out of 



status of IDS 
Diputes held out of 



c 

1090 IDS TELCaM-LLC - -  03/14/02 $0.47 771 6/02 $0.00 Closed BS03072002 
$0.00 'Closed BSOl302002- 

- . - - - -- . 
122494-- 8368 __ - - _ _  502 Q92 -so.o4- - -  - 711 _ _  6/02 logo i-ds TECCaMTLc - -1oyi4102 _ -  KY 

--- -- - - 
$66?,811.?5- - $668,263.84 KY 122558- -- 8368 5!_2-Q_9?:L_.- - - -- -- 

A 

Status of IDS 
Diputes held out of 
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BELLSOUTH RESPONSE TO FPSC AUDIT REQUEST #3 
IDS COMPLAINT 

See the attached 9 pages for the response to request #3. These charts show the 
amounts billed and the amounts paid. As discussed, the disputed amounts are 
included in our response' to request #5 which was previously provided. 

The information on the attached is considered to be CONFIDENTIAL 
CUSTOMER INFORMATION by BellSouth. 

$11 0/04 

. ,. 



- $ 456.030.85 
561 Q97109OO4077 
561 Q971090040.48 
561 Q97109004017 
561Q97109003351 
561 Q97109003321 
561 Q97199003290 
561 Q97109OO3260 
561Q97109003229 
561 Q971 OW031 98 

4 561 Q97109003168 
561 Q97109003137 
561 (2971 OW031 07 
561Q97109003076 
561 Q97109003048 
561 Q97109O03017 
561 (2971 09002351 
561Q97109002321 
561 (2971 09002290 

, 561 Q97109O02260 
561 Q971 OW02229 
561Q97109002198 
561Q97109002168 
561Q97109002137 
561 Q97109002107 
561 Q97109002076 

17-Mar-04 $ 
17-Feb-04 $ 
17Jan-04 $ 
17-Dm-03 $ 
17-NOV-03 $ 
17-0ct-03 $ 
17-Sep-03 $ 

17Jul-03 $ 
17-Jun-03 $ 
17-May-03 $ 
17-Apr-03 $ 
17-Mar-03 $ 
17-Feb-03 $ 
17-Jan-03 $ 

17-Aug-03 $ 

17-OM-02 $ 
17-NOV-02 $ 
17-Oct-02. $ 
17-Sep-02 $ 
17-Aug-02 $ 
17-Jul-02 $ 

17Jun-02 $ 
17-May-02 $ 
17-Apr-02 $ 
17-Mar-02 $ 

458,468.73 $ - $  - $ 4581468.73 
496,197.41 $463,909.27 $ (4,674.96) $ 27,613.18 
445554.93 $291,829.92 $ (8,575.99) $ 145,149.02 
955,929.77 $351,819.26 $ (1 4,430.73) $ 589,679.78 
498,831.45 $483,191.37 $ (1 3,231.87) $ 2,408.21 
507,666.53 $409.869.30 $ (14,032.66) $ 83,764.57 
502,434.30 $525,320.49 $ 22,886.19 $ 
508,440.85 $106,147.1 1 $ (3,698.61) $ 398,595.13 
504,149.93 $504,149.93 $ - $  
483,059.92 $44,041.07 $ (1,168.92) $ 37,849,93 
$08,925.18 $337,339.62 $ (1,061.94) $ 570,523.62 
466,532.42 $ - $ (822.63) $ 465,709.79 
476,744.87 $ - $ (113,670.41) $ 363,074.46 
429,994.72 $391,626.15 $ (38,368.57) $ 
307,496,51 $187,415.74 $ (1 20,080.77) $ 
504,437.44 $504,437.44 $ - $  
476,350.17 $473,604.31 $ (2,745.86) $ 
615,464.61 $563,150.90 $ (52,313.71) $ 
408,479.39 $408,479.39 $ - $  
389,160.28 $279,115.38 $ (110,044.90) $ 
374,542.68 $265,733.96 $ (108,808.72) -$ 
547,746.63 $528,008.79 $ (19,737.84) $ 
300,371.74 $167,028.98 $ (1 33,342.76) $ 

293,913.22 $275,619.86 $ (1 8,293.36) $ 
298,065.06 $293,921.63 $ (4,143.43) $ -~ 



5/1/2002 561 (2974556 $106,169 ($87,493) $0 $18,675 $1 04,537 $123,498 
6/1/2002 5610974556 $123,498 ($95,771) $0 $27,720 $120,773 $148,909 
7/1/2002 561Q974556 $148,909 ($27,720) ($1 27) $121,062 $106,452 $229,325 
8/1/2002 561Q974556 $229,325 ($1 21,189) ($59) $1 08,076 $97,592 $207,257 
9/1/2002 561Q974556 $207,257 ($1 83,554) $606 $24,308 $89,816 $1 14,423 

10/1/2002 561 Q974556 $1 14,423 ($95,310) ($604) $1 8,509 $101,905 $120,622 
1111/2002 561Q974556 $1 20,622 ($90,115) $0 $30,507 $92,674 $1 23,578 
12/1/2002 561 Q974556 $123,578 ($102,113) $0 $21,465 $76,613 $98,321 

$76,856 $83,711 $760.579 
2/1 12003 561 (2974556 '$1 60,579 ($76,856) $0 $83,723 $82,134 $1 65,869 

$165,869 ($83,723) $0 $82,146 $75,663 $157,820 
$0 $75,675 ($4'71 1) $70,975 

3 1  12003 561 (2974556 

$70,975 ($70,975) $0 $0 $71,377 $71,377 
411 I2003 561Q974556 
5/1/2003 561 Q974556 
611 12003 561 Q974556 $71,377 $0 $0 $71,377 $66,913 $1 38,302 

$66,925 $63,687 $1 30.624 
$63,699 $60,776 $1 24,486 

9/1/2003 561Q974556 $1 24,486 $0 $0 $124,486 $58,465 $182,963 
10/1/2003 561 (2974556 $1 82,963 ($63,699) $0 $119,264 $38,665 $157,942 
11/1/2003 661Q974556 $1 57.942 ($59,066) $0 $98,876 $36,424 $135,312 
12/1/2003 561 Q974556 $1 35,312 $0 ($52,992) $82,320 $37,304 '$1 19,636 

$51,179 $37,019 $88,210 1tV2004 561 (2974556 $1 19,636 ($68,482) $25 
$88,210 $34,545 $122,766 $88,210 $0 $0 2/1/2004 561Q974556 

3/1/2004 56 lQ974556 $122,766 $0 $0 $122,766 $35,103 $157,882 

1 I1 I2003 561 (2974556 $98,321 ($21,465) $0 

' $157,820 ($82,146) 

711 I2003 561 (2974556 $1 38,302 ($71,377) $0 
8/1/2003 5610974556 $1 30,624 ($66,925) $0 

T; 

5/1/2002 561 (2974556 $106,169 ($87,493) $0 $18,675 $1 04,537 $123,498 

7/1/2002 561Q974556 $148,909 ($27,720) ($1 27) $121,062 $106,452 $229,325 

I ., . I - - -  

i2i1120a- _ _  . __. . _ _  - 
1 I1 I2003 561 (2974556 $98I32i ' ($21,465) $0 $76,856 $83,711 $760.579 
311 l3nn.1 56-1 0974556 '$1 60.579 ($76,856) $0 $83,723 $82,134 $1 65,869 

", I,-"- 

RI113nr 

, I  ..--- 
Ri1 i m r  

v- . 



$2,470 ($57) $2,451 
$567 $593 5/1/2002 561Q921347 $2,451 ($1,360) ($1,066) $26 

6/1/2002 561Q921347 $593 $0 $0 $593 $798 $1,408 
7/1/2002 561Q921347 $1,408 ($567) ($26) $815 $424 $1,260 

. 8/1/2002 561 a921 347 $1,260 ($815) $0 $445 $572 $1,032 
911 12002 561 Q921347 $1,032 ($424) $0 $608 $993 $1,622 

1 1 /1/2(102 561 Q921347 $1,577 ($1,014) $0 $563 $542 $1,125 

411 12002 561 Q921347 $3,026 ($555) $0. 

l o l l  12002 561 Q921347 $1,622 ($587) $0 $1,035 $51 5 $1,577 

12/1/2002 561Q921347 $1,125 ($542) $0 $583 $734 $1,337 
1/1/2003 561Q921347 $1,337 ($562) $0 $775 $1,232 $2,019 i 

$2,019 ($775) $0 $1,244 $1,153 $2,409 
$2,409 ($1,244) $0 $1,165 $1,294 $2,471 

2/1/2003 5610921347 
3/1/2003 561Q921347 
4/1/2003 561 (2921 347 $2,471 ($1,165) $0 $1,306 $71 5 $2,032 
5/1/2003 561 Q921347 $2,032 ($2,032) $U $0 $1,655 $1,655 
6/1/2003 561Q921347 $1,655 $0 $0 $1,655 $1,431 $3,098 
711 12003 561 Q921347 $3,098 ($1,655) $0 . $1,443 $1,449 $2,904 
8/1/2003 561Q921347 ' $2,904 ($1,443) $0 $1,461 $1,530 $3,003 
911 12003 561 Q921347 $3,003 ($1,461) $0 $1,542 $1,578 $3,132 

$3.1 32 $0 $0 $3,132 $1,759 $4,903 
$4,903 ($3,132) $0 $1,771 $1.506 $3,289 

12/1/2003 561 Q921347 $3,289 ($1,771) $0 $1,518 $1,722 $3,252 
1/1/2004 561Q921347 $3,252 ($131 8) $0 $1,734 $1,451 $3,197 
2/1/2004 561 (2921 347 $3,197 $0 $0 $3,197 $1,690 $4,899 

$2,978 

' 

10/1/2003 561Q921347 - 11/1/2003 561Q921347 

112004 561Q921347 $4,899 ($3,197) $0 $1,702 $1,264 



237600.4 229614.4 
-1630.38 0 

0 
0 0 

0 
0 0 
0 0 

0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 

904Q97109003076 287574.81 93305.15 -159135.55 35134.11 
-421.41 301852.82 
-479.79 351870.88 

0 
0 0 

904Q97109003229 3139ao.89 270982.83 -2264.31 40733.75 
904Q97109003260 321676.68 300661.44 -3005.19 18010.05 
904Q97109003290 324890.89 208982.23 -236.1.21 1 13547.45 
904Q97109003321 318825.39 309487.23 -441 0.92 4927.24 
9046971 0900335 1 374736.16 284462.1 -3601.33 86672.73 
904Q97109004017 305038.54 221 585.93 -2641.39 8081 1.22 
904Q97109004048 314073.59 304830.39 4410.18 4833.02 
904Q97109004077 309296.23 297884.94 0 11411.29 
904Q97109004108 309043.26 0 0 309043.26 

9048971 OW021 37 239477.12 237846.74 

904Q97109002 1 98 289372.99 289372.99 

904Q97109002260 298063.08 298063.08 
904Q97109002290 418642.78 418642.78 

904Q97109002351 302120.74 302120.74 
904Q97109003017 175169.47 175169.47 
WQ97109003048 2691 54.96 269154.96 

0 904Q97109003107 302274,23 
0 904Q97109003137 352350.67 

904Q97109003168 286849.1 3 361 31 4.2 74465.07 
904897109003198 304272.47 304272.47 

904Q97109002168 442507.21 349374.35 -931 32.86 

904Q97109002229 299319.81 136063.2 -1 63256.61 

904Q971 OW0232 1 320012.03 293748.06 -26263.97 

1 



4/1/2002 904Q974556 $101,658 ($38,717) ($21,199) $41,741 $39,481 $81,792 
5/1 I2002 904Q974556 $81,792 ($41,616) $0 $40,176 $51,166 $91,880 
6/1/2002 9040974556 $91,880 ($40,051) $0 $51,829 $44,1 I 1  $96,645 
71.1 12002 904Q974556 $96,645 ($51,704) ($125) $44,816 $43,742 $89,186 
6/1/2002 904Q974556 $89,186 ($44,816) $0 $44,370 $40,665 $85.679 
9/1/2002 904Q974556 $85,679 ($42,622) $0 $43,057 $33.1 49 $76,823 

10/1/2002 904Q974556 $76,823 ($39,360) $0 $37,463 $22,322 $60,309 
1 1 /1/2002 9048974556 $60,309 ($33,766) $0 $26,543 $27,437 $54,332 
12/1/2002 904Q974556 $54,332 ($22,846) $0 $31,486 $20,476 $52,383 
,111 12003 904Q974556 $52,383 ($27,789) $0 $24,594 $20,728 $45,334 
2/1 ROO3 9040974556 $45,334 ($22,645) $0 $22,689 $21,373 $44,073 
311 I2003 9040974556 $44,073 ($20,740) $0 $23,333 $22,947 $46,292 
411 12003 904Q974556 $46,292 ($23,333) $0 $22,959 ($20,946) $2,025 
5/1/2003 904Q974556 $2,025 ($2,025) $0 $0 $20,702 $20,702 

7/1/2003 904Q974556 $40,544 ($20,702) $0 $1 9,842 $1 8,793 $38,646 
ai112003 904~974556 $38,646 ($19,842) $0 $1 8,804 $1 8,161 $36,978 
911 12003 904Q974556 $36,978 $0 $0 $36,978 $1 9,858 $56,848 

10/1/2003 904Q974556 $56,848 ($18,804) $0 $38,044 $8,227 $46,282 
1 1/1/2003 904Q974556 , $46,282 ($24,298) $0 $21,984 $9,303 $31,299 
12/1/2003 904Q974556 $31,299 $0 ($12,298) $1 9,000 $9,619 $28,631 
1 / I  12004 9044974556 $28,631 ($16,158) $0 $1 2,473 $9,802 $22,287 
2/1/2004 904Q974556 $22,287 $0 ($1 12) $22,175 $8,875 $31,062 
3 1  I2004 9048974556 $31,062 $0 $0 $31,062 $8,983 $40,057 

611 E003 904Q974556 $20,702 $0 ' $0 $20,702 $19,830 $40,544 



$404 ($241 ) $82 $70 $1 62 
$1 62 $0 $0 $1 62 $70 . $243 

4/1/2002 904Q921347 
5/1 ROO2 9048921 347 
6/1/2002 904Q921347 
7/1/2002 904Q921347 
81112002 904Q921347 
9/1/2002 904Q921347 

10/1/20Q2 904Q921347 
11/1/2002 904Q921347 
12/1/2002 904Q921347 
111/2003 904Q921347 
2/1/2003 9040921 347 
3/1/2003 904Q921347 
4/1/2003 9048921 347 
5/1/2003 904Q92q347 
6/112003 904Q921347 
7/1/2003 904Q921347 
8/1/2003 904Q921347 

. 9/1/2003 904Q921347 
10/1/2003 904Q921347 
1 1 /I 12003 904Q921347 
12/1/2003 904Q921347 
1 / I  MOO4 904Q921347 
2/1 12004 904U921347 
3/1/2004 904Q921347 

I 

I .  

$243 $0 $0 $243 

$257 
$260 

$299 
$421 ($1 24) $0 $297 
$415 ($297) $0 $118 
$237 ($118) $0 $118 
$237 ($118) $0 $1 18 
$61 $0 $0 $61 

$1 27 $0 $0 $1 27 
$208 ($66) $0 $1 42 

$1 42 $224 ($82) $0 
$224 ($82) $0 $1 42 

$224 $224 $0 $0 
$306 ($164) $0 $1 42 
$224 ($82) $0 $1 42 
$224 . ($142) $0 $82 
$1 64 $0 $0 $1 64 
$246 ($164) $0 $82 

$326 ($81) $0 $244 
$0 $327 ($70) 

$342 ($83) $0 
$506 ($86) $0 $420 
$545 ($246) $0 

$70 
$70 
$70 

$231 
$1 06 
$106 
$1 06 
$1 07 
$1 07 
($70) 
$54 
$70 
$70 
$70 
$70 

’ $70 
$70 
$70 
$70 
$70 
$70 

$326 
$327 
$342 
$506 
$545 
$421 
$415 
$237 
$237 
$61 

$1 27 
$208 
$224 
$224 
$224 
$306 
$224 
$224 
$1 64 
$246 
$1 64 



b 
Y 

I ,  

i 305Q97109004077 17-Mar-04 $ 325,500.98 $ - $  - $ 325,500.98 
i 
P 

305Q97109004048 17-Feb-04 $ 311,128.68 $284,793.45 $ (4,325.83) $ 22,009.40 
305Q97109004017 17-Jan44 $ 301,496.37 $180,032.80 $ (9,984.30) $ 1 1 1,479.27 i 

- i 

! 
E c 

305Q9710WO3017 17-Jan43 $ 162,020.56 $ 4,574.52 $ (32,938.58) $ 124,507.46 f 

I 

I 

i 

I 

305Q97109003351 17-Dw-03 $ 842,474.04 $275,247.96 $ (14,822.61) $ 552,403.47 
305Q971 OW03321 17-Nova3 $ 318,465.30 $279,792.41 $ (1 2,844.93) $ 25,827.96 
305Q97109003290 17-0ct-03 $ 323,705.66 $159,373.44 $ (19,279.77), $ 145,052.45 
305Q97109003260 17-Sep-03 $ 323,640.09 $548,785.61 . $ 225,145.52 $ 

305Q97109003168 17-Jun-03 $ 275,411.10 $243,814.07 $ (2,208.27) $ 24,388.76 
305Q97109003137 17-May-03 $ 751,527.79 $ 60,424.62 $ (1,595.01) $ 689,508.16 
305Q97109003107 17-Apr-03 $ 250,838.33 $179,954.52 $ (5,181.77) $ 65,702.04 
305Q97109O03076 17-Mar43 $ 272,324.35 $ - $ (1,139.34) $ 271,185.01 
305Q97109003048 17-Feb-03 $ 218,183.28 $193,628.69 $ (291.45) $ 24,263.14 

305Q97109003229 17-Aug-03 $ 319,588.64 $236,873.89 $ (7,608.90) $ 75,105.85 
3058971 OW031 98 17Jul-03 $ 305,774.79 $305,774.79 $ - $  - 

I 

I. 

305Q97109002351 17-Dm-02 $ 282,290.79 $ - $ (282.280.791 $ 
305Q971 OW02321 17-NOV-02 $ 
305Q971 OW02290 1 7-0ct-02 $ 

305Q971 OW02229 1 7-Aug-02 $ 
305Q97109002260 17-Sep-02 $ 

305Q97109002198 17Jul-02 $ 
305Q97109002168 17-Jun-02 $ 
305Q97109002137 17-May42 $ 
305Q97109002107 17-Apr-02 $ 
305Q97109002076 17-Mar-02 $ 

245,134.57 
360,658.76 
220,484.90 
223,743.35 
210,787.85 
343,740.82 
176,914.41 
174,249.42 
1 94,411.29 

$151,790.65 
$317,980.17 
$185,831.48 
$151,946.72 
$190,626.32 
$272,689.28 
$173,274.60 
$ 89,542.01 
$180,323.87 

$ '(933343.92) $ 
$ (42,678.59) $ 
$ (34,663.42) $ 
$ (71,796.63) $ 
$ (20,161.53) $ 
$ (71,051.54) $ 
$ (3,639.81) $ 
$ (84,707.41) -$ 
$ .(14,0&7.42) $ 



411 12002 3050974556 $1 92,561 ($63,700) ($63,072) $65,788 $63,484 $1 30,184 
511 12002 305Q974556 $130,184 ($64,770) $0 $65,413 $63,415 $229,720 
611 12002 305Q974556 $129,720 ($64.396) ($12) $65,313 $69,413 $135,603 
711 12002 305Q974556 $135,603 ($64,307) ($1,018) $70,278 $68,893 $140,110 
8/1/2002 305Q974556 $1 40,110 ($70.290) $0 $69,820 $69,919 $140,557 
911 E002 305Q974556 $140,657 ($59,645) $403 $81,414 $65,423 $147,919 

$74,519 $60,465 $135,946 
1 1/1/2002 30SQ974556 $135,946 ($62,867) $81 $73,159 $59,828 $1 33,W 4 
12/1/2002 305Q974556 ‘ $1 33,914 ($61,427) $526 $73,013 $47,375 $121,299 
1 /I I2003 305Q974556 $1 21,299 ($60,755) $0 $60,544 $53,596 $1 14,152 
2/1/2003 305Q974556 $1 14,152 ($56,927) $0 $57,225 $48,800 $106,025 
3/1/2003 305Q974556 $1 06,025 ($53,608) $0 $52,417 $48,373 $1 00,790 
4/1/2003 305Q974556 $100,790 ($108.136) ($146) ($7,492) ($8,798) ($16,289) 
511 ROO3 305Q974556 ($1 6,289) $0 $0 ($1 6,289) $40,368 $24,079 
611 I2003 305Q974556 $24,079 . $0 $0 $24,D?9 $40,717 $64,807 - 711 12003 305Q974556 $64,807 ($24,079) $0 $40,729 $29,448 $70,189 
8/1/2003 305Q974556 $70,189 ($40,729) ($69) $29,391 $40,849 $70,252 

$70,252 $0 $0 $70,252 $40,250 $1 1031 3 
$81,122 $25,807 $1 06,941 

$0 $91,658 $25.272 $1 16,942 11/1/2003 305Q974556 $1 06,941 ($1 5,282) 
12/1/2003 305Q974556 $1 16,942 $0 ($58,778) $58,163 $24,976 $83,151 

$40,555 $24,474 $65,041 
UlM004 305Q9f4556 $65,041 $0 ($1,094) $63,947 $26,556 $90,515 
3/1/2004 305Q974556 $90,515 $0 $0 $90,515 $25,356 $115,883 

10/1/2002 305Q974556 $147,919 ($73,400) $0 

10/1/2003 3050974556 $1 10,513 ($29,391) $0 

1 /I EO04 3050974556 $83,151 ($42,596) $0 



$2,293 ($1,066) ($964) $261 $1 51 $412 

8/1/2002 305Q921 347 $1,004 ($374) $0 $630 $346 $991 

6 
5/1/2002 305Q921347 
6/1f2002 305Q921347 $41 2 $0 $0 $41 2 $362 $786 
7/%!002 3058921 347 $786 ($1 51 ) $0 $634 $355 $1,004 

9/1/2002 305Q921347 $991 ($355) $0 $636 $310 $963 
10/1/2002 305Q921347 $963 ($361 ) $0 $602 $473 $1,092 
11/1/2002 3032921347 $1,092 ($327) $0 $765 $2,292 $3,076 
12/1/2002 305Q921347 $3,076 ($490) $0 $2,586 $445 $3,078 
1 / I  12003 305Q921347 $3,078 ($2,311) $0 $767. $1,084 $1,863 

3/1/2003 305Q921347 $1,599 ($1 ,096) $0 $503 $580 $1,083 

5/1/2003 305Q921347 ($244 $0 $0 ($244) $862 $61 9 

7/1/2003 3032921 347 $1,541 ($862) $0 $679 $1,026 $1,717 

9/1/2003 305Q921347 $1,84a ($795) $0 $1,053 $742 $1,807 
10/1/2003 305Q921347 $1,807 $0 $0 $1,807 $846 $2,665 
11/1/2003 305Q921347 $2,665 ($1,171) $0 $1,493 $1,062 $2,567 
laI/2003 305Q921347 $2,567 ($858) $0 $1,709 $1,065 $2,786 
1/1/2004 305Q921347 $2,786 ($1,709) $0 $1,076 $1,039 $2,128 
2/1/2004 305Q921347 $2,128 $0 $0 $2,128 $808 $2,948 
3/1/2004 305Q921347 $2,948 ($2,128) $0 $820 $1,112 $1,944 

2/1/2003 305Q921347 $1,863 ($756) $0 $1,107 $480 $1,599 

4/1 no03 305Q921 347 $1,083 ($691 $0 $392 ($635) ($244) 

6/1/2003 305Q921347 $61 9 $0 $0 $61 9 $91 1 $1,541 

#I12003 305Q921347 $1,717 ($923) $0 $795 $1,042 $1,848 






